






Leser was born in Stockholm, Sweden, 
to the fourteenth century Hansa town 

LUbeck. school in Sweden and and 
in the Universities Paris and he and 

in Stockholm, while at the same time ",a .. ",;o;u.11'; 

to the United States in 1959 where he 
jversity of Portland and the University of At 

the latter, received his Master of Arts and continued work 
the French Denartment at the 

Professor Leser's were the American Scan-
dinavian (of which he was President for many years), the 

Circle of Manitoba and North Dakota, the 
Association of the Red River, and the Societv for the Ad

vancement of Scandinavian Studies. 
career, Professor Leser delivered and published many 

papers, among which are: "About Provencal Troubadours"; "The Con
cept of Nature to Nietzche, and Thomas Mann"; 
"The Relevance of Literature Training for a Language 

and His Naturalism": "Maurice Barres: His Problem and 
~~;~+;~~ his wife, His Patriotism" and, at the time of his death, he was 

Professor Esther Leser, with a book on Thomas Mann. 
Professor Leser is survived by his wife Esther Leser 

Elect of the his Dr. Carla Vettorazzo, pro-
fessor in Venice, and Kristina von a CBS in Ot-
tawa; a brother Robert of Stockholm; and three 
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as some sources of learner errors, 
errors correct, how to correct and when to cor

what is sometimes referred to as "the 
consider the importance of error 

detected in my fall into 
1) errors syntax or structure and 2) errors of 

which errors to correct has to be considered in rela
Carol Herron (The French 

Review, LV, No.1, October for one, is of the ooinion that three 
types should be corrected: 

communication 
effects on the listener 

with respect to a 

structuralism to the present 
municative competence. I can foresee that a scientific 

could be very useful in ;O<"CV'A\"-"U'5'"''~,''' "''''''''UlLI'\ 
for my is to means whereby I can 

students' errors and prepare a chart of each of our student's 
their first oral course on to the final one. In the short-term, 

oral French course, I am I will prepare one 
each next year, based on my students' deficiencies 

first two years that I will have the course. I 
think structures that I should stress, in addition to a few new 

should be those that the students still have not V's 





the occasion 
erudition. 

The 
23 iv 64. 
line 64.) It is 

for "''''''''''5' 





future 

'1 

tend to limit 

of the 

as to 
or 

sense, 

from a Tesman?) scene 
auditor to discover Hedda's destructive nature before a 

is uttered. Hedda closes the the sun 
but opens a window to let out the the fresh flowers. Her hair is 
short - later will be contrasted to of Mrs. 
Elvsted. A little later she reacts 

at the 
of the oistols 

Prufrock" and The 
are put to use to elicit 

the the title would seed to 
ask name like Prufrock's ever 

of the title is matched with the am
this passage (from Canto XXVII of 

Dante's when any passage have done as well? If we go 
to the Canto itself instead of six-line passage, there may 
be Guido Boniface in the latter's 
altercation with the and short observance 
is the road/that leads to the sure of your throne," 

Prufrock's "And indeed there will be time." Like 
hell when 

time runs out even he still inhabits his world; Guido is 
alive in Florence, his soul has descended. 

In The Waste the - the title would appear to be ob-
vious - from Trimalchio's feast in Petronius' introduces a 

theme or motif in the poem: the wish for the death. The 
one ask is did Eliot choose to introduce the 

from this source rather than from The answer that may be ven
tured is that the characters of Petronius' Rome are much the same as 
the waste land characters of Eliot's London 
"historical" plag-ue areas). Therefore, the 
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of course, of the other 
who has eternal life 
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the 

Whatever 
learn-

The Barbarism, a treatise on 
was 

the ec-

taxation! 
life there has been considerable pro
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universities 
and serves 

curriculum yester
disciolines undreamed of 



The to the stu-

was 
marks the destruction of the Golden 
sent of Iron. 

The distinctive native vision of fallen world is marked 
and 

poems 
vive, to own 
somehow between his more less 

hostile white world. 
House Made Dawn and Maria 
sent the hero in environment, clear 
for the 

the most effective books are those such as Lame Deer: 
Sun (both and Oliver La 

These books reflect a _ 
• their heroes find themselves their traditional 

Further, at 
there is a strong sense that the hero will 

survive, flourish. Books and poems such as these offer the 
native student a native vision of not only what was and what 
is, but what 
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resistance 
what was 

in 
1862, 

the Aeneas had 
established as an ideal for treatment, in 
the 18th Berlioz' Memoirs reveal that for him the was 
a matter of more than ordinary shmificance. Not only was Berlioz well 
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very Socrates 

the time Socrates poses it 
understands 

Socrates to 
the spec-

Anvtus' insen-

an Important mSlgl'lt into his character. 
the the turning-point comes at the mo-

ment of the king's recognition (anagnorisis) of his full In 
Plato's Meno, in front of the doorway to the palace, we find a nameless 
slave boy whose self-discovery is expressed (84a) in the 
Zeus, Socrates, I do not know." 
Thea.trical Conventions in Plato' 16 ~ 
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TEXTBOOK
EXPERIENCES 

Palanca 
University North Dakota 

Experiments on textbooks for modern languages have been many 
and considerable progress has been achieved mostly through the oral
aural approach. In Latin little experiment and no significant improve
ment has been registered. This is due, it seems, to the fact that in 
Latin the chief aim of a textbook is not just to train students to talk a 
language and to understand those who talk it. The main goal of a Latin 
textbook still remains that of training students to read Latin texts. 
But this main task has caused the neglect of learning Latin while talk
ing it and therefore the loss of the educational disciplinary values ac
quired by learning to talk a language. So, in Latin we need experimen
ting on textbooks which are based on the audio-oral approach. 

Latin by the Natural Way is a first year college textbook based on 
the aural-oral approach. It is aimed at affording the students the prac
tical, the disciplinary and the cultural values of Latin through com
municative interaction, rather than through grammar explanation and 
practice. However, structure and vocabulary are not omitted; they are 
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and 
situa-

novels. 

was 
received 

Ontario and was commencinll his 
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needs an education in 
dian. For Selvon, therefore, 

"H!'"''!''''' and 
on the other hand, sees himself above his self-

alienated from his own native land, which he for being devoid 
of cultural for him, the Creolese of the ordinary 
Trinidadian is to be used to portray him as a creature without roots 
and a definable Trinidad Creolese usage 
for seems to be illustrative of his claim in In a Free State 
(1972): "no one belongs to the he to; ... we are all both 

our " Thus it is easy for one's native 
l1Suliumg factor and for standard to become the 

instrument of a common link in a world of cultivated 
From his as author, moreover, 

of his pen that of the educated British user. 
employs it especially in his later as an instrument 

of aloof analysis and criticism. for this reason, he has succeeded 
more than 'Selvon in read around the 

With Ladoo, the approach to ''''''" ... ,." 
dialect to create its own' atmosphere or ambience, 
ethnic personality the background which 
background becomes a force or a target to receive the rage 
of its victim, a'~ is case in Yesterdays. 

In sum, Trinidad Creolese is the common heritage of Selvon, 
Naipaul and Ladoo. As Trinidad-born East Indians, their origins agree; 
but their and individualistic sense of audience produce 
a diversity in the way language operates in their novels. While the 
Trinidad dialect carries its own indigeniousness phonologically, gram-

and it reveals a flexibility and richness by 
i:tUi:tVL'U..01~ to this triad of diverse pers(maJitles 

(j) 
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